Below please find program highlights for TLC's primetime schedule for the week of March 18th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information. Thanks!

TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of March 18th (As of 3.5.13)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of Note This Week:

Extended Episodes
GYPSY SISTERS EXTRA BLING- Monday, March 18th

Specials
19 KIDS DUGGARS DO ASIA #2 - Tuesday, March 19th
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD SPECIAL: CONQUERING MOUNT ST. HELENS - Tuesday, March 19th
MY BIG FAT GYPSY VALENTINE- Sunday, March 24th

Season Premiere
MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING SEASON 2- Sunday, March 24th

Monday, March 18th

8:00PM ET/PT
GYPSY SISTERS EXTRA BLING #4- EXTENDED- WEDDED FOR DISASTER
Nettie, Kayla, and Laura suspect Mellie may be pregnant, despite Mellie’s adamant denial. Nettie and Lottie Mae refuse to speak to one another, and with Mellie’s wedding day looming, Mellie starts to have serious doubts about everything!

9:00PM ET/PT
GYPSY SISTERS EXTRA BLING #5- EXTENDED-WHO’S YOUR DADDY?
Mellie’s honeymoon phase is short-lived; a pregnancy complication sends her to the hospital, AND she faces jail time! Kayla and Richard must contend with fourteen-year-old daughter Danielle dating an older gypsy boy.
10:00PM ET/PT
GYPSY SISTERS EXTRA BLING #6- EXTENDED-ALL IS FAIR IN GYPSY WAR
Tensions are high when Nettie, Kayla and Mellie get into a raging fight just before Mellie’s baby shower celebration. With the date of her prison sentence looming, Mellie has a lot of decisions to make regarding Robbie, her baby, and her future.

Tuesday, March 19th

9:00 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS DUGGARS DO ASIA #2 - KYOTO, JAPAN
The Duggars are making memories on their Asian adventure. For their last day in Tokyo, the family appears as guests on a Japanese morning news program. Will they be able to communicate with their Japanese-speaking hosts or will it all get lost in translation? Later, they are invited to a Japanese carnival where the 25 Duggars compete against the “Master Goldfish Catcher” in Japan. The Duggars then make their way by train to Kyoto, where the girls try on kimonos and traditional makeup, while the boys pick up swords for a Samurai lesson. The trip to Kyoto is not complete without a nap at a capsule hotel! And at the end of the day, the family enjoys one of their favorite foods at a buffet where everything is pickled.

10:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD SPECIAL: CONQUERING MOUNT ST. HELENS
With three of four kids out of the house, Amy is feeling restless and decides to take on the task of climbing Mount St. Helens. Meanwhile, Matt secretly builds Amy a schoolhouse as a special gift. It’s apparent that neither has plans to slow down.

Wednesday, March 20th

9:00 PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE #15 - THEY’RE CRAWLING!
For years, Kay has kept the condition of her house a secret from her family, constantly making excuses not to let her daughter Shannon visit her home. Now, everything is exposed; including the piles of trash, thousands of books, and mounds of clothing that fill the hallways, not to mention the roaches, spiders, and rats. Authorities have already taken Kay to court over the dilapidated condition of the home’s exterior and now, with the threat of eviction looming and the relationship with her daughter on the brink of disaster, Kay must face the hard road ahead. With the help of clinical psychologist Dr. Julie Pike and professional organizer Janine Godwin, Kay must finally confront her compulsion.

10:00 PM ET/PT
MY STRANGE ADDICTION # 5 - BLOOD DRinker
29-year-old Michelle has been addicted to drinking blood for 15 years. Every month, she consumes about a gallon of pigs blood, but her addiction doesn’t end there. Michelle also drinks human blood. Despite the risk of blood borne diseases, Michelle consumes straight from a donor at least once a week. Her good friend is terrified Michelle is risking her life for her addiction and desperately wants her to seek help. But will it be her mom’s tearful pleas to see a doctor that finally convince Michelle to reconsider her risky addiction?

Thursday, March 21st
10:00 PM ET/PT
**WHAT NOT TO WEAR # 12 - NAKIYA T.**
Former beauty queen, Nakiya has fallen victim to her frumpy wardrobe and is hiding herself in large, shapeless shirts and stretch pants. Can Stacy and Clinton help this pageant mom accept herself and discover a style for her new plus size body?

Friday, March 22nd

8:00 PM ET/PT
**FOUR WEDDINGS #27 - EPISODE 27**
No episode description available at this time.

9:00 PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #2 - THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX**
Alyssa arrives to the salon with a box containing her mom’s vintage wedding dress. Amanda desperately wants to find a dress her Grandma would have envisioned she’d wear on wedding day. Carla comes back in for her fitting, unsure she made the right choice.

9:30 PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #5 - DIVAS ON THE DEFENSE**
Bride Kierra brings along her former pageant coach to help her find a wedding dress with "wow" factor. Bride Jenny and her fashion diva bridesmaid battle over to wear or not to wear lace. Gretchen comes back to the salon to try on her custom-made gown.

10:00 PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW #11 - EPISODE 11**
No episode description available at this time.

Sunday, March 24th

8:00 PM ET/PT
**MY BIG FAT GYPSY VALENTINE**
No episode description available at this time.

9:00 PM ET/PT
**MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING #2- EPISODE 2**
Families turn hostile when gypsy teens from different clans bypass important traditions at their wedding. A young gypsy pageant princess is determined not to let any gorgers steal her crown. Former criminal turned pastor seeks a wife for his teen Roma son.

10:00 PM ET/PT
**WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR # 4- EPISODE 4**
No episode description available at this time.